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Chiquita puts
Minions to work
Despicable Me's Minions are renowned banana fans

Company signs largest-ever licensing deal to promote summer release of
film Despicable Me 2 in 27 countries worldwide
multinational
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promotion would "help drive sales and
excitement" in retail outlets this summer,
buoyed by the anticipated success of a
sequel to what was the tenth largest
animated motion picture in US history and
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which featured bananas prominently.

The Minions and their favorite healthy
snack will be taking to social media to
engage with fans and spread the word
about Despicable Me 2. Consumers will be
able to interact with the film's promoters
by

following
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Facebook and Instagram.
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http://www.fruitnet.com/americafruit/article/1474/parts-of-san-diego-quarantined-as-psyllid-count-mounts
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